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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
A user is unable to connect to the Internet. Based on the
layered approach to troubleshooting and beginning with the
lowest layer, drag each procedure on the left to its proper
category on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
The question asks us to "begin with the lowest layer" so we
have to begin with Layer 1:
verify physical connection; in this case an Ethernet cable
connection. For your information,
"verify Ethernet cable connection" means that we check if the
type of connection
(crossover, straight-through, rollover...) is correct, the RJ45
headers are plugged in, the signal on the cable is
acceptable...
Next we "verify NIC operation". We do this by simply making a

ping to the loopback interface 127.0.0.1. If it works then the
NIC card (layer 1, 2) and TCP/IP stack (layer 3) are working
properly.
Verify IP configuration belongs to layer 3. For example,
checking if the IP can be assignable for host, the PC's IP is
in the same network with the gateway...
Verifying the URL by typing in your browser some popular
websites like google.com, microsoft.com to assure that the far
end server is not down (it sometimes make we think we can't
access to the Internet). We are using a URL so this step
belongs to layer 7 of the
OSI model.

NEW QUESTION: 2
How can network administrators upgrade AirMatch on an Aruba
Mobility Master (MM)?
A. Upgrade Client Match as part of a global software upgrade,
and upgrade AirMatch separately as a loadable service module
(LSM).
B. Upgrade Client Match and AirMatch separately as loadable
service modules (LSMs).
C. Upgrade AirMatch as part of a global software upgrade, and
upgrade Client Match separately as a loadable service module
(LSM).
D. Upgrade AirMatch and Client Match through a global software
upgrade.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the MOST effective way to determine a mission critical
asset in an organization?
A. Threat analysis
B. business process analysis
C. Business risk analysis
D. Vulnerability analysis
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers (UC) has three systems: Salesforce, a
cloud -based ERP system, and an on -premise Order Management
System (OMS). An architect has been tasked with creating a
solution that uses Salesforce as the system of record for Leads
and the OMS as the system of record for Account and Contacts.
UC wants Accounts and Contacts to be able to maintain their
names in each system (i.e., "John Doe" in the OMS and "Johnny
Doe" in Salesforce), but wants to have a consolidated data
store which links referenced records across the systems. What

approach should an architect suggest so the requirements are
met?
A. Implement an integration tool to send OMS Accounts and
Contacts to Salesforce.
B. Use the Streaming API to send Account and Contact data from
Salesforce to the OMS.
C. Implement a Master Data Management strategy to reconcile
Leads, Accounts, and Contacts.
D. Have Salesforce poll the OMS nightly and bring in the
desired Accounts and Contacts.
Answer: C
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